Analysis of spleen specimens for carbon monoxide.
Crucial to the investigation of aircraft fatalities is the analysis of biological specimens for carbon monoxide (CO). In many cases, blood specimens are unavailable or unsuitable for analysis, and the testing of an alternate specimen for CO becomes necessary. Spleen specimens provide a rich source of red blood cells and hence can be a primary substitute for blood. To verify this, 40 paired blood and spleen specimens were analyzed for CO by using a gas chromatographic method. Ten specimens with a spleen CO saturation level (sat.) of less than 10% were associated with corresponding blood specimens with CO sat. less than 10%. Fifteen of the 18 spleen specimens with CO sat. greater than 29% were associated with blood specimens with greater than 48% sat. Results were inconclusive when the spleen CO sat. was between 10 and 29%. We concluded that spleen CO sat. can reflect blood CO sat. in certain situations, particularly when spleen CO sat. is high.